A HISTORY OF DEMONIZING DOGS
FACTORSTHATCONTRIBUTEDTOANEGATIVEPUBLICIMAGE
Public aitudes towards dogs parallel
aitudes about how humans use them.

Media coverage of similar incidents varies
with the dog’s presumed breed.

A broad based group of dogs becomes
viewed as a single breed/type.

Myths of behavioral & physical characteristics
create an illusion of dangerous differences
between groups of dogs. Fearful myths are at
best-unreferenced folklore, not science.

Media perpetuates powerful messaging
that the dogs, not how people use them,
are the source of danger.

When media portrayals of a breed shi,
society's perception of the dog also shis.
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THE SPITZ DOG
In the late 19th century, the term “Spitz”
described a very wide variety of dogs.
These dogs were a popular pet in
New York City at a time when Americans
were so panicked about contracting rabies
that many doctors believed some patients
died from fear of the disease, rather than
rabies itself.
In 1876, a New York Times writer made
the unsubstantiated claim in an op-ed that
“75%” of hydrophobia cases were from
Spitz dogs, describing them as
“ill-tempered and treacherous.”
The hysteria around the small number of
verified cases—less than 4 deaths a year in
NYC—was so great that this claim resulted
in a frenzy of hostility to these dogs.
By 1878, in what may have been the first
legal breed ban in the U.S.; Spitz dogs were
banned within Long Branch, NJ city limits
and people were urged to kill the dogs.
The Spitz reputation began to rehabilitate aer Queen Victoria took interest in them in the mid 1890s.

THE BLOODHOUND
In 19th century America, a group of dogs
described as “bloodhounds” were used to
track fleeing criminals, escaped convicts,
and Black people who escaped from
slavery. This created a link between these
dogs and white supremacy.
Rather than blaming the racist people
involved, the dogs became the villains.
In the 1850’s popular theatrical shows
based on an anti-slavery novel sprung up
that depicted these dogs as vicious,
unstoppable, and more terrifying than the
humans who were exploiting them.
Society began to see bloodhounds as
blood-thirsty creatures and a broad-based
group of dogs was viewed as a single
breed/type; rather than what they were:
just dogs.

In 1886, Massachuses banned dogs identified as “bloodhounds.” By the early 1900s, the popularity of the
theatrical shows waned and with that, other dogs overshadowed the bloodhound as modern-day villains.

THE GERMAN
SHEPHERD DOG
During the 1920s, “police dogs,” as German
Shepherd Dogs (GSDs) were oen labeled,
were declared to have “an erratic
disposition”and were “not likely to
be loyal.”
The New York Times claimed the German
Shepherd Dog “had become the terror of
many communities.” A city magistrate
claimed the “savage, vicious” dogs were
“bred from wolves . . . and should be
barred from the city.”
In Long Island, officers had clearance
to shoot German Shepherd Dogs in
the street.
In 1929, Australia banned the importation
of German Shepherd Dogs.

Rin TinTin, a GSD from France, was rescued from a WWI balefield. He became a celebrity and as his
popularity grew, the negative stereotypes of GSDs faded.

THE DOBERMAN
PINSCHER
During World War II, accounts of depraved
German concentration camp guards using
Doberman Pinscher dogs to torture and
kill prisoners resulted in the dogs being
associated with the sins of their masters,
just as other dogs before.
In the 60s and 70s an urban legend claimed
that Dobermans were canine traitors. In
1972, a film titled “They Only Kill Their
Masters” solidified this idea in the cultural
consciousness. Even today, many people
are more distressed when shown images
of Dobermans than of any other breed.
There was a myth that the Doberman’s
skull was too narrow to accommodate its
continually growing brain and resulting
pressure caused the dog to go “berserk.”

Dobermans held the title of “canine villain” until the late 70s and early 80s when media reports about
dogs with locking jaws began.

THE PIT BULL
Reports of “pit bull” dog-fighting rings
surfaced in the 1970s. Despite being victims
of human violence, myths about “pit bulls”
grew, labeling them as unpredictable,
unable to feel pain, and with the capacity
to bite harder than other dogs.
In 1976, the Animal Welfare Act was
amended to include dog-fighting as an act
of animal cruelty. However, the stigma on
the dogs remained.
People in positions of power perpetuated
“pit bull” dog folklore with preposterous
claims. In 1982 an officer in the LA County
Sheriff's Department testified in a
dogfighting case that “the pit bull is
probably the strongest animal in the world"
and that "His powerful jaws have about
1,600 pounds per square inch crushing
power.” None of his claims are scientifically
accurate.
In the 70s and 80s, rising crime rates and the War on Drugs dominated the media, laced with racist
rhetoric. The media racialized dog-fighting by absorbing it into the Black Urban Crime narrative.
Municipalities began to pass breed-specific legislation (BSL) based on the hysteria surrounding
dog-fighting and Black men and other marginalized groups.
BSL became another way to segregate communities. In the 80s, before the city enacted its ban, an
Aurora, CO commissioner said that she did not want “those sorts of people” in her community. It was not
about banning the dog but about banning those who own them.
In the 90s, rap videos, a genre developed by the Black community and vilified by white society, oen
featured “pit bull” dogs. Later, Michael Vick’s Bad Newz Kennels solidified the media’s prejudiced belief
that Black culture, pit bulls, and violence went together.
Consequently, some animal shelter workers believed that “pit bulls” were too dangerous to be placed in
homes. Thanks to canine behavior science, advocates, and open-minded adopters, the dogs labeled "pit
bull" are now one of the most popular family dogs in America.
Science is quickly replacing folklore and BSL remains only in places with fact-impervious leadership.

Unless we understand the societal issues that lead to misleading
folklore, there will be another group of “devil dogs” in our future.

FOLKLORE ABOUT DOGS DEVELOPS OUT OF
UNREST AND FEAR ABOUT SOCIETAL ISSUES
Folklore becomes “fact” the more we repeat it,
especially once the media repeats it.

THESTEREOTYPESWEREPEATNEGATIVELYAFFECTTHE
LIVESOFDOGSANDTHEPEOPLEWHOLOVETHEM

We must focus on FACT-BASED, NOT FEAR-BASED, information about canine behavior.
LEGISLATION AND POLICIES BUILT AROUND FOLKLORE-FEARS CAN NEVER ADDRESS
REAL ISSUES and thus can never keep people and pets safe.
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